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Markets & BusinessNews Update
Eurely and iNavSat 
consortia cooperate
LG Electronics at Motorola heels 
According to “North American
Handset Market Q1’05,” LG
Electronics’ balanced product
mix and strong carrier relation-
ship management allowed the
Korean vendor to open a 7
point market share gap in the
North American CDMA market.
Motorola, however, remained
the overall market leader in the
North American market with a
34% share in the 1Q of 2005.
“As we expected, growth is
slowing rapidly, as the colour
upgrade cycle loses steam, and
operators hesitate to aggres-
sively subsidise camera
phones,” states Chris Ambrosio,
director of  Wireless Device
Strategies service.
“The fragmented and ultra-com-
petitive CDMA market does not
afford any one vendor a lasting
dominant share position, but
LG’s surging performance in
GSM shows product and distri-
bution balance, that is a precur-
sor to leading competitive 
participation in the US market.”
David Kerr,VP of the Wireless
practice said,“Samsung is
severely limited in its ability to
ramp volumes faster than the
market, due to its continuing
weakness in the profit-driving
mid-tier.
“Samsung’s refusal to move
beyond its initial high-end only
strategy is reminiscent of the
myopia shown by Nokia in not
jumping on the colour and
clamshell bandwagon.”
Other findings from the report
whose author is analyst Eddie
Tapiero include:
• Nokia’s share fell 7% points to
13% as it lost out in the GSM
replacement market to
Motorola, Samsung, and LG.
• Motorola remained the over-
all market leader accounting for
34% of the overall market sales.
•Motorola’s well-timed GSM
portfolio diversification has
driven it to a dominant share
lead at Nokia’s expense.
• Further consolidation is likely
as Panasonic, NEC, and Siemens
have all found North America
to be hugely challenging, and
Kyocera is at a critical 
transition point.
The founding members of the
Eurely and iNavSat consortia
have successfully delivered
their joint proposal for the
Galileo Concession to the
Galileo Joint Undertaking
(GJU), following the decision
“that the GJU could not select
a preferred bidder, as the two
bids were too close to separate,
considering their quality and
complementary options.”
At the end of June however
both consortia were given the
green light for the joint propos-
al on a project costing an esti-
mated 3.7bn, of which 2.1bn
will be spent on deployment.
Both believed the sole way to
ensure a “best value for money”
approach for the public sector
was to merge their respective
resources and experience and
to combine their complementa-
ry commercial approaches to
the Galileo implementation.
The joint proposal enables con-
siderable improvement in the
benefits for the public sector
and will mean that the momen-
tum for an overall on-time
delivery of the project will be
maintained.
The merger of the two consor-
tia will, it claims, significantly
reduce the contribution of
European taxpayers.
And, the market perspective for
European downstream indus-
tries is excellent, with the
potential creation of thousands
of jobs throughout Europe
Both consortia expect that this
joint proposal will allow the
GJU to effectively approve their
merger, with a view towards
entering into the next phase.
It is based on the successful
competitive process, carried
out by the GJU in 2003.
Both are now to proceed with
the final contract negotiations,
which will formalise the GPPP
by the end of this year.
The iNavSat consortium
involves EADS,Thales and
Inmarsat. Eurely comprises
Alcatel,Aena Finmeccanica and
Hispasat.
Web: www.galileoju.com
Tandem Resources Ltd has
signed a letter of intent to
merge with a US based private
company, OPEL Inc.
OPEL is developing a revolution-
ary new micro chip which may
be applied to a wide range of
electronic devices, including
computers, cell phones, NASA
instrumentation,Air Force and
defence applications.
The new chip is to be made of
GaAs and input to the chip may
be electrical or optical. It will
have very low power dissipation
and will be disruptively lower in
price than present offerings.
The GaAs chip and the process
through which it will be built,
was developed at the University
of Connecticut by a team head-
ed by Dr Geoffrey Taylor. Dr
Taylor, a Canadian formerly with
Bell Labs, joined the University
of Connecticut in 1993. Since
that time, over $10m has been
expended on the development
of the chip.
OPEL is signing an agreement
with the National Research
Council in Ottawa, whereby 
prototype chips will be pro-
duced at a brand new facility
recently opened by the Canadian
government in Kanata, Ontario.
Under the plan,Tandem will
reorganise on the basis of one
new share for 20 old and then
merge with OPEL on a share for
share basis, with the surviving
entity being called OPEL.
It is anticipated that OPEL will
have between 18 and 28m
shares outstanding.This is based
on, and conditional on, OPEL
arranging a financing of between
10-20m shares of OPEL at
60c/share.
The financing and the merger
will be coordinated by IBK
Capital, on a best effort basis. In
addition, subscribers to this
financing will receive up to
10,000,000 warrants to purchase
an equal number of shares at 
$1 per share.
This transaction is considered a
reverse take over. It is also sub-
ject to, among other things, an
opinion of US tax counsel, that
the proposed arrangement is 
tax exempt.
Reverse takeover 
for GaAs chip
